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Abstract 
 
This research project measured the effects of real-world content in a science 
classroom by determining change (deep knowledge of life science content, including 
ecosystems from MDE – Grade Level Content Expectations) in a subset of students (6th 
Grade Science) that may result from the addition of curriculum (real-world content of 
rearing trout in the classroom). Data showed large gains from the pre-test to post-test in 
students from both the experimental and control groups. The ecology unit with the 
implementation of real-world content [trout] was even more successful, and improved 
students’ deep knowledge of ecosystem content from Michigan’s Department of 
Education Grade Level Content Expectations. The gains by the experimental group on 
the constructed response section of the test, which included higher cognitive level items, 
were significant. Clinical interviews after the post-test confirmed increases in deep 
knowledge of ecosystem concepts in the experimental group, by revealing that a sample 
of experimental group students had a better grasp of important ecology concepts as 
compared to a sample of control group students. 
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Chapter 1 – Area of Focus Statement 
 
Introduction 
According to the Michigan Standards for Teaching and Learning, teachers should 
“make connections between substantive knowledge and either public problems or 
personal experiences” (MDE, 2007). In order to make this happen, educators must focus 
on relevant material, which is fundamental to the acquisition of scientific literacy. In 
addition to the national and state standards that today’s educator is dependent on, the use 
of relevant applications and real!world content have been shown to be a valuable addition 
to a teacher’s “toolbox” of research!based strategies. The time!tested objective of 
scientific literacy is still vital to a successful classroom, having been described as the 
“desired outcome of science education” (DeBoer, 2000). Ensuring that students are 
scientifically literate and prepared for the world outside of my classroom is one of my 
most important goals as an educator.  
 
Objectives of the Study 
I would like to measure the effects of “real-world content” in my science classes, 
looking specifically at improvement in deep knowledge of a topic. If the effects on these 
aspects are positive, there should also be improvements on standardized tests. Therefore, 
the purpose of this study is to measure change (deep knowledge of life science content, 
including ecosystems from MDE – Grade Level Content Expectations) in a subset of 
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students (6th Grade Science) that may result from the addition of curriculum (real-world 
content of rearing trout in the classroom). 
 
Variables 
 The following variables must be defined in order to determine and gather meaning 
from my action research project.  
Real-world content: curriculum that allows a student to apply knowledge to the 
“greater world” within, as well as beyond, our rural community; specifically the 
real-world study of ecosystems and the development of a native organism by 
rearing trout from egg to fingerling stage and releasing in a local watershed 
Deep knowledge: “instruction addresses central ideas of a topic or discipline with 
enough thoroughness to explore connections and relationships and to produce 
relatively complex understanding” (MDE, 2007, p. 6) 
 
Research Question 
 The following question, along with the subsequent search for its answer, will 
provide focus to my action research project. 
1. What is the effect of implementing real-world content on students’ deep 
knowledge? 
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Summary 
These research-based methods will make me a more effective teacher. I always 
tell my students that a goal of mine is to prepare them for the world outside of my 
classroom. My job is to teach them about science, but hopefully along the way, I can help 
give them some of the necessary tools to succeed in life. I want them to be excited about 
science and to be able to apply what they have learned to the “big picture”. Living in the 
Upper Peninsula, we have a multitude of valuable natural and human resources at our 
fingertips. I want to help my students know more about and appreciate these resources, as 
well as be able to apply their knowledge to the greater world outside our rural 
community. Implementation of real-world content within an ecology unit will begin to 
allow me to reach this goal. 
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review 
 
Introduction 
 The desire to understand is an innate part of being human. We continue to evolve 
as we progress through life, constantly learning and adapting with each new experience. 
Connecting new ideas to pre-existing knowledge is vital to learning, and is an important 
skill for educators and formal education to hone (Bouillion & Gomez, 2001). School 
functions as a ladder to the future, starting with the primary grades as the lowest rungs. 
Through various vehicles, life-long lessons must be learned as a student progresses 
through school. Using science content as my medium, I aim to make my students 
scientifically literate and prepare them for “real-world” situations. 
 
Definition of Scientific Literacy 
Scientific literacy provides a foundational goal for a quality science program, as it 
should be rigorous, as well as relevant. Learning with real-world contexts has been 
advocated since the writings of John Dewey (1902), and should be the goal of any 
effective educator. The National Science Teacher Association (NSTA) identified 
scientific literacy, the relationship between science and society, as its most important goal 
of science education in School Science Education for the 1970s. The scientifically literate 
person was one who “uses science concepts, process skills, and values in making 
everyday decisions as he interacts with other people and with his environment” and 
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“understands the interrelationships between science, technology and other facets of 
society, including social and economic development” (NSTA, 1971, pp. 47-48). By 1982, 
the NSTA board of directors went on to state that the goal of science education was “to 
develop scientifically literate individuals who understand how science, technology, and 
society influence one another and who are able to use this knowledge in their everyday 
decision-making” (NSTA, 1982, p. 1). A quality science education was designed to give 
students the proper knowledge so that they could make decisions in the future about 
science-related social issues.  
In addition, Paul DeHart Hurd defined a scientifically literate person as the holder 
of many traits including using “science knowledge where appropriate in making life and 
social decisions, forming judgments, resolving problems, and taking action” (1997, p. 
413). Likewise, Angelo Collins stated that “understanding science and being able to use it 
in everyday life affairs are hallmarks of scientific literacy” (1997, p. 299). The 
relationship between real-world content and scientific literacy is an important part of a 
successful science classroom. 
The ultimate goal of science education is scientific literacy for all. The National 
Science Education Standards state that “scientific literacy has become a necessity for 
everyone” (National Research Council, 1996, p. 1). Science teachers should encourage 
and hold high expectations of all students, try different methods of teaching, understand 
that students are unique in their learning process, make learning relevant to the lives of 
students, allow success and cooperative group work, and ensure that curriculum is 
inclusive of people with different backgrounds (Fraser-Abder, 2005). Effective teaching 
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not only relates science content to different phenomena through these activities, but must 
also be introduced explicitly through multiple examples with ongoing feedback. Time 
and guidance to make sense of the content is also necessary (Kesidou & Roseman, 2002). 
Scientific literacy is dynamic rather than static. According to George DeBoer, 
director for Project 2061 of the American Association for the Advancement of Science 
(AAAS), “the goal of scientific literacy is achieved when the public learns about science 
and about the scientific enterprise in the many different ways it can be accomplished. At 
best, students have been introduced to science and the issues that science raises in 
society, and they like science and care enough about it to stay informed as adults” (2000, 
p. 597-598). It is the “ability to apply the values of science to one’s life” (Kemp, 2000, p. 
21). Scientific literacy must incorporate the “real uses of science in daily life” to ensure 
that it remains a relevant term in the world of science education (Feinstein, 2011, p. 168). 
There are many different definitions of scientific literacy, but the general idea is 
that scientific literacy is a fundamental part of science, and should be a goal of all science 
education. 
 
Measuring Scientific Literacy 
Scientific literacy is an overarching goal of many science educators. In light of its 
different definitions, it can be difficult to measure. Many studies have looked at how it 
can be measured and how successful one can be at attaining it.  
In the 1970s, a federally funded elementary science curriculum (Science 
Curriculum Improvement Study – SCIS), whose stated goal was to develop scientific 
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literacy, was shown to have a positive effect on rural MI students. Students were 
evaluated in their ability to “perform mental operations, in the Piagetian sense, in order to 
give evidence of a satisfactory understanding of the concept” (Boyer & Linn, 1976, p. 5). 
The students who had “direct science experiences were more successful in pencil-paper, 
problem solving tests requiring logical and scientific thinking than those who used 
textbooks” (Boyer & Linn, 1976, p. 12). The “SCIS learning cycle of exploration, 
invention, and discovery of the concept appears to be effective for both learning specific 
concepts and scientific processes” (Boyer & Linn, 1978, p. 217). 
A study in the 1980s looked at what “combinations of student, teacher, curricular, 
and task factors characterize effective life science instruction, where effectiveness is 
defined as the acquisition of scientific literacy [study defined as: 1) explaining science 
content, 2) relating to science as a social historical process, 3) relating to science as a 
reasoning process, 4) relating science and society/technology, and 5) positive attitudes 
towards science]” (Mitman et. al., 1984, p. iii). Analysis of classroom materials indicated 
that a traditional curriculum with a focus on “recitation, seatwork, and laboratory 
exercises” were common. Pre- and post-tests indicated that “science knowledge, 
understanding, and reasoning increased,” but that “student attitudes toward science 
generally declined over the year” (Mitman et. al., 1984, p. iv). The non-content 
components (2-5 in above definition) were largely disregarded in the curriculum. When 
interviewed, students felt that the main objective of the science class was to provide the 
“rote production of ‘right answers’ rather than analyzing and interpreting natural 
phenomenon” (Mitman et. al., 1984, p. iv). The study concluded that teachers should 
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increase their use of the scientific literacy framework by including each of the 
representative parts of the definition. “Upgrading the cognitive level of tasks assigned to 
students” was also recommended (Mitman et. al., 1984, p. iv). 
Champagne and Newell (1992) argue the need for alternative assessments in 
science, as they are a more authentic means of measuring literacy in science. The 
application of knowledge to real-world situations is an important part of scientific 
literacy; therefore “testing of student achievement in science must include assessment of 
a child’s ability to think about scientific issues and apply information in real-world (out-
of-school) contexts” (Champagne & Newell, 1992, p. 844). A “research and 
development” model was proposed where an assessment must be: 1) an accurate 
measurement of diverse components of scientific literacy, 2) authentic, 3) a motivation 
for performance in all students, 4) fair to all students of all populations, 4) an accurate 
interpretation of performance, 5) administered efficiently, and 6) including of strategies 
for administration and scoring (Champagne & Newell, 1992). 
In this light, a study done on sixth graders in Israel looked at the compulsory 
science curriculum, whose goal was to “educate all students towards ‘scientific and 
technological literacy’” (Zuzovsky, 1997, p. 231). The curriculum was evaluated using 
alternative assessments that were authentic, fit to the cognitive hierarchy, and 
differentiated. 
Assessing scientific literacy through interviews is another form of alternative 
assessment. Interviews are effective when “specific information is needed with respect to 
students’ domain specific correct and incorrect conceptions and the language used to 
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convey those conceptions in order to address these concerns” (Finley, 1986, p. 635). This 
information can be used to provide a “partial representation of the individual’s cognitive 
structure” (Posner & Gertzog, 1982, p. 195). An interesting finding was that interviews 
can provide evidence of a student’s learning, even when a standard test may not. An 
example from the study was where a student did not learn a certain vocabulary term, but 
they understood the concept associated with the word (Finley, 1986). Researchers 
studying how seventh graders constructed scientific knowledge used interviews for 
similar reasons, as it “would allow students to give their own answers, and which would 
allow the [researchers] to probe the meanings of critical terms and ideas” (Carey et. al., 
1986, p. 520). Interviews allowed researchers in a study done with eighth graders to 
better understand the reasoning behind the students’ ideas, giving the researchers a “more 
holistic picture of the students’ learning approaches” (Chin & Brown, 2000, p. 131). 
These studies show that clinical interviews are an effective complement to other 
assessments. 
As an example of measuring scientific literacy, a group at the University of 
Alberta looked at the ability of students to evaluate and assess the credibility of scientific 
investigations and their conclusions. These “reports are pervasive in classroom textbooks 
and the popular media” and are vital to an “educated populace that is scientifically and 
technologically competent” (Korpan et. al., 1994, p. 2). Participants in the study were 
given news briefs and were asked to “list the information they would need or questions 
they would want answered to help them evaluate the conclusion of the news brief” as 
well as to “justify how this information would help to evaluate the conclusion” (Korpan 
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et. al., 1994, p. 3). Responses to these questionnaires were coded with the goal of making 
inferences about the students’ knowledge of science (scientific literacy). The most 
frequent requests dealt with how the research was conducted (methods) and why the 
results occurred (theory). Requests dealing with social context (who conducted the 
research and where it was conducted) were infrequent (Korpan et. al., 1997). These 
findings seem to indicate a prevalence for the “process-orientated approach to science 
education,” and a lack of understanding of the “social context in which research is 
conducted” (Korpan et. al., 1997, pp. 526-527). 
International comparisons of literacy are becoming more common. The Program 
for International Student Assessment (PISA), a test that aims to “monitor the outcomes of 
the [the countries’] education systems in terms of student achievement, within a common 
international framework” is an example of a global focus on literacy. The test assesses 
Reading, Mathematics, and Science, with Science as the main focus in 2006 (Bybee, 
McCrae, & Laurie, 2009, p. 865). The average U.S. fifteen-year-old’s science literacy 
score was “statistically significantly below” the Organization for Economic Co-Operation 
and Development (OECD; consists of 30 democratic countries) average (U.S. score: 489; 
OECD average: 500). Of all the OECD countries, only 1.3% of students scored at the 
highest proficiency level, where they could “consistently identify, explain, and apply 
their knowledge of science, as well as their knowledge about science, in a variety of 
complex life situations” (Bybee, McCrae, & Laurie, 2009, p. 876). 
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As scientific literacy is stated to be a fundamental goal of science education, its 
measurement is also vital.  Albeit difficult at times to quantify, a variety of assessments 
can and should be used to effectively evaluate scientific literacy. 
 
?Scientific Literacy in Michigan 
The State of Michigan, and its group of educators, has invested in scientific 
literacy through its Michigan Curriculum Framework. This curriculum aims to achieve 
scientific literacy for all. The Michigan Curriculum Framework states that schools “must 
prepare all students — regardless of their future aspirations — to be scientifically 
literate” (MI State Board of Education, 1996, p. 63). “Therefore, all graduates of our 
schools should be: (1) knowledgeable about the important concepts and theories of the 
three major branches of scientific study: earth, life, and physical sciences, (2) able to 
think scientifically and use scientific knowledge to make decisions about real–world 
problems, (3) able to construct new knowledge for themselves through research, reading, 
and discussion, (4) familiar with the natural world, and respectful of its unity, diversity, 
and fragility, (5) able to make informed judgments on statements and debates claiming to 
have a scientific basis, and (6) able to reflect in an informed way on the role of science in 
human affairs. To make this happen, education needs to: (1) emphasize understanding, 
not content coverage, (2) promote learning that is useful and relevant, (3) emphasize 
scientific literacy for ALL students, and (4) promote interdisciplinary learning” (MI State 
Board of Education, 1996, p. 63). 
 According to the Michigan Curriculum Framework, scientifically literate students 
should be able to (1) identify science principles, (2) use science principles, (3) apply 
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scientific inquiry, and (4) reflect on scientific knowledge and be able to apply it in social 
implications (MI State Board of Education, 2006).  
• Identifying science principles includes benchmarks such as “describe, 
measure, or classify observations.”  
• Using science principles benchmarks consist of “propose, analyze, and 
evaluate alternative explanations or predictions.” 
• Scientific inquiry benchmarks include “generate new questions that can be 
investigated in the laboratory or field.”  
• Reflection and social implication benchmarks include “identify and critique 
arguments based on scientific evidence” (MI State Board of Education, 2006, 
p. 4).  
Each of these fundamental aspects in the Michigan Curriculum Framework provides the 
necessary foundation to help all students achieve the goal of scientific literacy. 
 A science curriculum that engages students in real-world content and is built from 
standards, including the Michigan Curriculum Framework, can be effective. Students in a 
study conducted in a group of Detroit public schools “showed improvement in their 
understanding not only at a recall, descriptive level but also showed an increased ability 
to apply information to new situations and draw relationships between concepts” (Rivet 
& Krajcik, 2004, p. 686). Carlson (2008) found that the inquiry process, which is part of 
the Michigan Merit Curriculum standards, is an “effective option for increasing science 
literacy” (p. vi). Zolynsky (2007) investigated whether field studies, a real-world issue, 
were effective at improving motivation in her suburban Detroit students. She concluded 
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that the students’ content knowledge and motivation was improved with the 
implementation of relevant content in the science classroom.  
Understanding where Michigan and its representative curriculum rank in the 
country is important. The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) is the 
“largest nationally representative and continuing assessment of what America's students 
know and can do in various subject areas” (U.S. Department of Education, 2010, p. 1). 
According to the average NAEP science scores, Michigan has the majority of students 
achieving at basic or above achievement levels in 2005, with 69% for 4th Grade and 66% 
for 8th Grade. Michigan had a higher average science score (statistically significant) than 
the nation’s average for 8th Grade students (Nation’s Report Card, 2005). The data from 
the 2009 NAEP test, which sheds some light on the effects of the Michigan Merit 
Curriculum, also found the majority of Michigan students achieving at or above basic 
achievement levels, with 72% for 4th Grade and 66% for 8th Grade. Michigan continued 
to have a higher average science score (statistically significant) than the nation’s average 
for 8th Grade students (Nation’s Report Card, 2009). 
The state of Michigan and its educators have made a commitment to achieving 
scientific literacy. This ongoing goal is important for the success of the students, as well 
as the future of the state. 
 
Relevancy and Scientific Literacy 
Ensuring that science content is relevant provides necessary limits to the long list 
of topics that can be included in a curriculum. Fewer science concepts that are presented 
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in more depth, with an emphasis on real-world applications of science and 
interconnections between concepts, are more important than the “mile-long, inch-deep” 
curriculum (Rivet & Krajcik, 2004). These nature of science (NOS) concepts include 
scientific inquiry (process, analysis, and communication), scientific reflections, and 
social implications; they are included in the Michigan Curriculum Framework and each 
of the Science Grade Level Content Expectations (MDE, 2007). Using methods that 
involve teaching with NOS in mind enhances both the understanding of science as well as 
interest in science (Hotchkiss & Dickerson, 2008; McComas, Almazroa, & Clough, 
1998). Thinking about how each concept applies to problems that students may encounter 
in their adult lives is an important aspect to any curriculum, including science (Kolsto, 
2001). Many textbooks and their standardized resources fall short when it comes to 
ensuring that students develop deep knowledge of a concept. Supplementing these 
resources, along with ensuring that material is relevant, is a necessary part of science 
teaching (Kesidou & Roseman, 2002). 
 
Relevancy and Deep Knowledge 
Science should be taught in a way that promotes deep knowledge and application 
of scientific thought, rather than rote memorization of individualized facts. Scardamalia 
and Bereiter (2006) discuss the difference between knowledge “about” and knowledge 
“of” as the difference between simple and deep knowledge, respectively. Knowledge 
“about” dominates traditional educational practice and is the backbone of textbooks and 
many curriculum guides. Knowledge “of” is found more in relevant problem-based 
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activities. The knowledge “of” consists of a much richer understanding than simple facts 
that can be regurgitated on a standardized test. It is called upon in cases where the 
knowledge must be used in the “real-world.” The authors discussed an example relating 
to sky-diving. Knowledge “about” sky-diving would include declarative knowledge that a 
person could regurgitate in a discussion or test situation. Knowledge “of” sky-diving 
would imply that the person could actually sky-dive and include both procedural and 
declarative knowledge (Scardamalia and Bereiter, 2006). 
The higher-order approach  of knowledge “of” works in a variety of classrooms, 
and has been shown in a study with a group of middle school students having shown 
significant achievement in scientific knowledge when taught with lessons that involved 
relevant hands-on learning (knowledge “of’), versus learning passively through the use of 
textbooks (knowledge “about”) (McCarthy, 2005). 
 
Benefits of Real-World Content in the Classroom 
Whether it is science or any other subject, students must make connections to 
their community, as well as the greater world around them. A disconnect can occur when 
students do not see how science connects to their own lives, as well as when schools do 
not see how students’ life experiences have value in understanding and practicing science 
(Bouillion & Gomez, 2001). These connections between students, their schools, and their 
communities can be made stronger by encouraging the application of real-world 
problems. These real-world problems feature “no clear answer and are interdisciplinary in 
nature, are relevant to and of interest to curriculum and students’ lives, and are highly 
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visible and accessible to students” (Bouillion & Gomez, 2001). This is vital to the 
fundamental function of society where knowledge, especially that which is beneficial to 
the community, is advanced (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006). 
An effective classroom that includes real-world content must be complete and 
supportive. Effective science instruction should include activities that are used by 
scientists and are relevant to students’ lives. Students should be able to collect and 
analyze real-world data. Students and teachers must collaborate in the classroom; 
everyone is important for the success of a successful classroom. The classroom must 
connect students with the community, as this is an important aspect of implementing real-
world content. A connected science classroom should include activities that would be 
representative of a professional science laboratory. Students should be involved in the 
design, implementation, and analysis of experimental data. Finally, students should be 
actively involved in the classroom. With the teacher’s guidance and support, students 
should begin to take ownership and begin to be advocates for their own education 
(Crawford, 2000). This student involvement helps promote higher-order thinking (Lung, 
1999). 
The use of real-world content in the classroom has benefits for all students, 
including those with special needs (Gersten & Baker, 1998) and diverse backgrounds 
(Bouillion & Gomez, 2001). All students should be included in activities that involve 
real-world applications of science concepts, as they have the potential for increasing deep 
knowledge of concepts taught in school (Gersten & Baker, 1998) 
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Rearing trout in my classroom will serve as the real-world content in my study. I 
have based my project on similar endeavors, including Salmon in the Classroom (done in 
MI and AK) and Trout in the Classroom (various states). Raising salmon promoted the 
understanding of NOS in fourth graders (Akerson & Abd-El-Khalick, 2003), as well as a 
group of schools in Alaska (Timmons, Hansen, & Raymond, 2009). 
 
Summary 
Science should be taught as directly relevant to our lives and as the study of our 
world and how it works. Through the understanding of scientific concepts, students will 
have a better idea of who they are and where they fit into the greater world around them. 
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Chapter 3 – Design 
 
Introduction 
The real-world content of rearing trout was implemented into my 6th Grade 
science curriculum. The relevancy of this hands-on project is excellent, with students 
having an opportunity to practice “real science” and play a role in the development of a 
native resource. The school, which is surrounded by blue-ribbon trout streams and quality 
trout lakes, provides a perfect setting for students to become engaged and better 
understand the environment around them.  
The unit curriculum is designed so students can begin to develop a life-long sense 
of ecological stewardship and appreciation through this experience. The effects on deep 
knowledge of life science content, specifically ecosystems (L.EC.M.1, L.EC.M.2, 
L.EC.M.3, and L.EC.M.4 from MDE – Grade Level Content Expectations; Table 1) will 
be determined through various sources, including pre- and post-tests, formative and 
summative assessments, and interviews. 
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Table 1. Sixth Grade Level Content Expectations and Michigan 
Curriculum Framework used for the Ecology Unit 
 
Framework 
Code Michigan Grade Level Content Expectations 
L.OL.06.51 Classify organisms (producers, consumers, and decomposers) based on their source of energy for growth and development. 
L.OL.06.52 Distinguish between the ways in which consumers and decomposers obtain energy. 
L.EC.06.21 Describe common patterns of relationships between and among populations (competition, parasitism, symbiosis, predator/prey). 
L.EC.06.22 Explain how two populations of organisms can be mutually beneficial and how that can lead to interdependency. 
L.EC.06.23 Predict how changes in one population might affect other populations based upon their relationships in the food web. 
L.EC.06.31 Identify the living (biotic) and nonliving (abiotic) components of an ecosystem. 
L.EC.06.32 Identify the factors in an ecosystem that influence changes in population size. 
L.EC.06.41 
Describe how human beings are part of the ecosystem of the Earth and 
that human activity can purposefully, or accidentally, alter the balance in 
ecosystems. 
L.EC.06.42 
Predict possible consequences of overpopulation of organisms, including 
humans, (for example: species extinction, resource depletion, climate 
change, pollution). 
 
 
 
Setting 
The research was conducted at Forest Park Schools in Crystal Falls, Michigan. 
Crystal Falls is a rural community of 2500 people located in eastern Iron County in the 
Upper Peninsula of Michigan. The school plays a large role in the area, acting both as a 
major employer and the “community center.”  
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The study site will be a science laboratory, which is my 6th Grade science 
classroom. The K-12 school has approximately 500 students total, averaging about 42 to 
a graduating class. The socioeconomic background of the school population is mainly 
white, lower-middle class. The demographics of the Forest Park 6th Grade are similar to 
the overall school student body (Table 2). 
 
Table 2. Forest Park Sixth Grade Student Demographics 
 
Demographic   Whole School %3 6th Grade %  
Race: Non-white   3 2  
Economically Disadvantaged Students1   49 55  
Special Education Students   21 16  
At Risk Students2   42 48  
Note. 1Identified through the free and reduced lunch program; 2Based on personal or family history of failure in school, divorce, 
incarceration, drug abuse, or suicide in family; 3Percentages are based on grades 3-9 and 11 from MI MEAP and MME data. 
 
 
Informed Consent 
All participants and their guardians signed an informed consent form that 
discussed the ethical and legal issues within the study (Appendix N). The form included a 
summary of the study as well as how each student would be involved in the project. 
Forms that were signed and returned by students and parents provided consent for the 
student’s participation in the study. Students who did not consent, or whose parents did 
not consent, were excluded from data collection for the research study; they would still 
participate in the unit so they would not be excluded from learning the material (all 
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participants consented). The school administration was made aware and was supportive 
of this curriculum change and action research, along with its potential benefits to our 
school. 
 
Participants 
Two sections of sixth grade science were referred to as Section 6-2 (2nd hour) and 
6-7 (7th hour). Ages ranging from 11 to 13 years old were used. Since one class would be 
the experimental and the other the control, the demographic and academic similarity 
between the classes was analyzed. Prior knowledge of the groups was compared using 
reading and math test scores from the Standardized Test for the Assessment of Reading 
(STAR), math, reading, social studies, and science test scores from the Michigan 
Educational Assessment Program (MEAP), and semester grades from my class. Class 
size, gender, average semester grades and Science MEAP composite scores were 
highlighted as the main focus of comparison (Table 3).  
The classes were similar, allowing analysis of the effects of the use of real-world 
content by a comparison of the two classes. Class sizes and gender ratios were 
comparable. The coefficient of variance between the two groups for their semester grades 
and science MEAP composite scores was small. The difference in semester grades and 
science MEAP composite scores between the classes was not statistically significant (t-
Test: 0.34 and 0.28, respectively). 
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Table 3.  Comparison of the Second and Seventh Hour Classes Used in 
the Study 
 
Class N 
Sex Semester Grade Science MEAP Composite 
Male Female Mean Standard Deviation Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 
Section 6-2 21 11 10 83.0 8.4 537.25 27.74 
Section 6-7 23 11 12 80.6 8.2 527.52 28.81 
Mean    81.8  532.39  
Std Dev    1.2  4.87  
Coefficient of 
Variance    1.4%  0.9%  
Note. Probability associated with a Student's two-sample equal variance t-Test, with a two-tailed distribution (Semester Grade: 0.34; 
Science MEAP Composite: 0.28) 
 
 
Refinement of Comparison Group Membership.  In order to make the two groups 
as similar to each other as possible, a subset of paired individuals from the respective 
classes was created by comparing students using three criteria. Gender, at-risk status, and 
MEAP Science Composite scores were used. It was decided ahead of time to pair a 
student from the control class with a student from the experimental class with the same 
gender, at-risk status, and MEAP Science Composite score within ! standard deviation 
(e.g. at-risk male from control group with MEAP Science composite score of 521 paired 
with at-risk male from experimental group with MEAP Science composite score of 524).  
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Ten pairs were established using the criteria. Two teachers and a professor of 
education independently used the process and came up with the same individuals in each 
group, thus establishing an inter-rater reliability of 100%. 
The smaller group of matched experimental/control subjects greatly increased the 
similarity between the two experimental and control groups. Mean semester grades and 
cumulative science MEAP scores, along with their respective standard deviations, were 
more alike in the matched experimental/control subjects (Table 4) than in the two classes 
as a whole (Table 3). Class sizes and gender ratios were the same. The coefficient of 
variance between the matched experimental/control subjects for their semester grades and 
science MEAP composite scores was smaller than the two whole classes. The difference 
in semester grades and science MEAP composite scores between the matched 
experimental/control subjects was not statistically significant (t-Test: 0.52 and 0.89, 
respectively). Therefore, all statistical analysis of testing results was done between the 
matched experimental/control subjects. 
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Table 4.  Comparison of the Second and Seventh Period Classes Using 
only the Matched Experimental/Control Subjects 
 
Class N 
Sex Semester Grade Science MEAP Composite 
Male Female Mean Standard Deviation Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 
Section 6-2 
Subset 10 6 4 82.7 7.9 531.80 19.36 
Section 6-7 
Subset 10 6 4 84.9 6.7 533.10 20.78 
Mean    83.8  532.39  
Std Dev    1.1  0.65  
Coefficient of 
Variance    1.3%  0.1%  
Note. Probability associated with a Student's two-sample equal variance t-Test, with a two-tailed distribution (Semester Grade: 0.52; 
Science MEAP Composite: 0.89) 
 
 
Design 
The two sections were randomly assigned as the control and experimental group 
(coin flip). Section 6-2 was the control class and was taught the ecology standards using 
the lessons that were used the previous year. These lessons were based on a “traditional” 
unit of a reading assignment, lecture, lab, and assessment. A reading assignment began 
the unit in order to build up background information, so that the subsequent lecture would 
be more effective. A lab followed in order to reinforce the reading assignment and 
lecture. Finally, an assessment was used to evaluate the students’ gain in knowledge. 
The experimental group was Section 6-7. This group was taught using the real-
world content of rearing trout in the classroom as a vehicle to learn ecology (Table 5).  
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Table 5.  Comparison of the Curriculum Between the Control and 
Experimental Class 
 
Class 
Real-world 
Content of 
Rearing Trout 
Unit 
Traditional 
Unit 
Pre- and Post-
Test 
Clinical 
Interview 
Section 6-2 
(Control)  X X X 
Section 6-7 
(Experimental) X  X X 
 
 
Curriculum 
 The unit involving ecology content took fourteen weeks to complete. It included 
five subunits [1) producers, consumers, and decomposers, 2) interactions of organisms, 3) 
relationships of organisms, 4) biotic and abiotic factors, and 5) environmental impacts of 
organisms]. Each subunit took about two weeks to complete. The subunits were aligned 
with the Michigan Curriculum Framework. 
 Lessons in the experimental group incorporated the real-world content of rearing 
trout throughout the unit. Students were directly involved in the life cycle of the trout, 
working with them from eyed egg stage to fingerling (3 inches in length) stage. Eggs 
were obtained in the fall and were reared in an aquarium with a filter and chiller unit to 
help keep the water at the correct temperature and chemistry level. Students took turns 
volunteering for jobs involving the trout on a weekly basis, so that everyone could be 
involved. These jobs included feeding the fish (daily), checking the water temperature 
(daily), testing the water chemistry including ammonia, nitrite, nitrate, and pH levels 
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(twice a week), checking the equipment (daily), cleaning the tank and replacing the tank 
water (twice a week), and checking for and removing any dead trout (daily). Work 
occurred before and after school, as well as during class time. Representatives would 
record the day’s data on the board for the class to record in their daily journals. 
Discussions involving the ecology of the trout occurred throughout the unit. These 
discussions included the trout’s role as a consumer, factors that affect their population, 
what community and ecosystem they lived in, what symbiotic relationships they were 
part of, the biotic and abiotic factors that affect them, and how humans have impacted 
them, both positively and negatively. Whenever a topic or question would come up, we 
would try and relate it to the trout. This helped provide real-world context to the learning 
process. The experimental students received the same curriculum as the control students, 
plus each experimental student received an additional 15-20 minutes of direct instruction 
per week involving trout ecology. 
Although the trout were part of the science classroom environment, the control 
group was not directly involved with them in an educational manner. The control students 
did not participate in the jobs involving the trout.  While the experimental group used the 
trout for real-world content, the control group would use general examples. 
The ecology unit began with a review of the definition and applications of life 
science, as this unit was the “life science” unit for the sixth grade. The “Big Ideas,” 
objectives, and vocabulary for the unit, which are based on the MI Grade Level Content 
Expectations (Appendix B), were reviewed in the same way for both the control and 
experimental class.  
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The first subunit was Producers, Consumers, and Decomposers, and began with a 
discussion involving PowerPoint® notes that included the representative MI Grade Level 
Content Expectations (GLCEs, L.OL.6.51 and L.OL.6.52). Both classes then went 
through an energy lab where the student had to record all activities and everything they 
consumed for a 24 hour period. This lab applied the concept of the acquisition and use of 
energy and its transfer by directly correlating the amount of energy a student brings in 
and uses. Finally, the students took a quiz that assessed the MI GLCEs dealing with 
Producers, Consumers and Decomposers. Examples of PowerPoint® notes and the quiz 
for this unit can be found in Appendix C. 
 The second subunit, Interactions of Organisms, started with two reading 
assignments titled “The Concept of the Ecosystem” and “Freshwater Biomes.” Students 
in both classes were asked to read and summarize the articles in their science journals. 
PowerPoint® notes that included the representative MI GLCEs (L.OL.6.11) were then 
used in a discussion format. Both classes completed an Upper Peninsula of Michigan 
Research Summary where they researched an Upper Peninsula of Michigan population of 
their choice, as well as it respective community and ecosystem. Finally, students in both 
classes completed an Ecosystem Value project where they created a brochure that sold 
the “value” of a respective Michigan ecosystem. Examples of PowerPoint® notes, 
student’s research summaries, and Ecosystem Value projects for this unit can be found in 
Appendix D. 
 The third subunit, Relationships of Organisms, began with a United States Forest 
Service article involving wolf and moose research on Isle Royale. Students in both 
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classes were given questions to answer based on the article. A discussion involving 
PowerPoint® notes that included the representative MI GLCEs (L.OL.6.21, L.OL.6.22, 
and L.OL.6.23) followed. Both classes then completed a Symbiosis Comparison Matrix 
where they had to research examples of Competition, Parasitism, Symbiosis, and 
Predation, and then share in a “pair-share” format with small groups. All students also 
completed a predator/prey simulation where they had to graph the predator and prey 
populations over time and then analyze the data. Finally, all students took a quiz that 
assessed the MI GLCEs dealing with Relationships of Organisms. Examples of the 
PowerPoint® notes, student’s symbiosis matrix, student’s predator/prey simulation, and 
the quiz for this unit can be found in Appendix E. 
The Biotic and Abiotic Factors subunit began with a discussion involving 
PowerPoint® notes that included the representative MI GLCEs (L.OL.6.31 and 
L.OL.6.32). Both classes then completed a Population Density Lab where students were 
asked to figure out the density of the “class population.” Biotic and abiotic factors were 
applied by having the students model and analyze answers to scenarios where the 
population in the room doubled and/or there was habitat loss. The experimental students 
specifically discussed the factors affecting the trout including biotic (other trout) and 
abiotic (temperature, amount of light, pH, and chemical levels including Ammonia, 
Nitrate, and Nitrite). The control group spent the same amount of time discussing general 
biotic and abiotic factors. Examples of the PowerPoint® notes can be found in Appendix 
F. 
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The Environmental Impacts of Organisms was the final subunit. It began with a 
discussion involving PowerPoint® notes and online resources (NOVA “World in the 
Balance”; http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/worldbalance/numbers.html) that included the 
representative MI GLCEs (L.OL.6.41 and L.OL.6.42). Both classes then completed an 
activity where students had to determine their personal “ecological footprint” using 
http://www.myfootprint.org. After completing the online quiz and recording the size of 
their footprint, students were asked to formulate and analyze relevant ways that they 
could reduce their impact on the Earth. These suggestions were written on an image of a 
human footprint and posted outside in the hall for everyone to see. All students then 
completed a cross-curricular project with the middle school Language Arts department 
where they had to write a persuasive essay answering: “How can I reduce my ecological 
footprint, and why is it vital to ecological sustainability?” Examples of the PowerPoint® 
notes, student’s suggestions for reducing their impact, and a student’s research paper can 
be found in Appendix G. 
Both classes participated in the release of the trout fingerlings in the spring. The 
trout were stocked into a local lake that was designed for youth fishing and contained a 
handicapped-accessible pier. Releasing the trout required a Public Waters Stocking 
Permit from the Michigan Department of Natural Resources (Appendix H). The public 
lake is within biking distance of town and the school. 
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Assessment 
A variety of instruments were used to collect data before, during, and after the 
action research project (Table 6). 
 
Table 6. Sources of Data used in Research 
 
Class N Pre-Tests Treatment Post-Tests 
Section 6-2 
(Control Subset) 10 
Ecology 
Content Pre-
Test 
Traditional 
Pedagogy 
Ecology Content 
Post-Test; Group 
Test; Clinical 
Interview of 
Sample (N = 3) 
Section 6-7 
(Experimental 
Subset) 
10 
Ecology 
Content Pre-
Test 
Real-world 
Content 
Based 
Pedagogy 
Ecology Content 
Post-Test; Group 
Test; Clinical 
interview of 
Sample (N = 4) 
 
Prior to beginning the ecology unit, I gave each of my sixth grade students the 
ecology pre-test, which involved multiple-choice and objective questions, to complete 
(Appendix A). I allowed the students one class period (50 minutes) to complete the test. 
Fourteen weeks later, the ecology unit concluded with several forms of 
summative assessment. All students were put into small groups and presented with a 
poster representing a Michigan ecosystem. The group had to identify and describe the 
ecological characteristics of their respective ecosystem including: 1) Producers, 
Consumers, Decomposers: identify and describe example food chain from poster, 2) 
Interactions of Organisms: identify and describe example population and interdependent 
populations (community) from poster and identify and describe type of ecosystem shown 
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in poster, 3) Relationships among Organisms: identify and describe an example of 
relationship in poster, 4) Biotic and abiotic factors: identify and describe five abiotic 
factors from poster, and 5) Environmental Impacts of Organisms: assuming an invasive 
species is introduced by humans to your example ecosystem, predict and describe 
possible impacts on overall ecosystem in poster. Group answers were evaluated using a 
self-developed rubric, and were figured into the students’ class grades (Appendix I).  The 
group answers were not used for the project’s data analysis. 
All students also completed the ecology post-test, which was the same as the pre-
test (Appendix A). The test was developed to measure ecology content mastery and was 
part of the students’ class grade, as well as part of the data analysis. Forty-six multiple 
choice items from a biology textbook test bank (Postlethwait & Hopson, 2006) or written 
by myself were aligned with the Michigan Curriculum Framework and Bloom’s 
Taxonomy in the Cognitive Domain (Table 7). Three constructed response items that 
pushed the content deeper than the multiple choice items were written and aligned with 
the Michigan Curriculum Framework and Bloom’s Cognitive Level (Table 7), and were 
graded with a self-developed rubric (Appendix J). 
Clinical interviews (Appendix L) were also used in a random (names drawn) 
sample (7 students from the matched experimental/control subjects) of the overall 
population. Using students from the matched experimental/control subjects helped insure 
that they would be representative of the overall class in general. These students were 
individually interviewed at the conclusion of the unit. These interviews are an additional 
means of measuring students’ knowledge, as they have been shown to “provide specific 
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insight into how students’ knowledge changes as a result of instruction” (Finley, 1986, p. 
636) and show the “relevant conceptions he or she holds and the perceived relationships 
among those conceptions” (Posner & Gertzog, 1982, p. 195). The interviews helped me 
to further answer my research question that looked at the effects of implementing real-
world content on students’ deep knowledge. A researcher can gather and analyze data 
from a multiple choice and constructed response assessment, but a clinical interview 
helps to really “see” into a subject’s thought process and why they answered a certain 
way. This analysis allowed me to better measure the gain in students’ deep knowledge. 
Interviews were conducted at the conclusion of the ecology unit, one week after 
the post-test was completed. The interviews centered on two items from the pre- and 
post-test (items #46 and #11), and one application question relating to an ecology 
concept. Interviews averaged about 10 minutes per student. Students were interviewed 
individually and were voice-recorded for analysis purposes. The student and teacher sat 
opposite each other at a table in the science classroom, with discussion cues written in 
large print on cards in front of the student.
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Chapter 4 – Data 
 
Data analysis was completed to measure the effects of implementing real-world 
content in my science classroom, and its improvement of students’ deep knowledge of 
ecosystem content. Item analyses were done on the multiple-choice portion of the post-
test, which resulted in the removal of several test items from the final analysis version. 
The constructed response portion was graded with a rubric, with analysis additionally 
completed through the use of clinical interviews in a sample of the population. 
Comparisons of the experimental and control group was done through the 
matched experimental/control subjects. Analysis of data included quantitative gains from 
the pre-tests to the post-tests and qualitative data from the clinical interviews. 
 
Scoring and Item Analysis of the Multiple Choice Part of Post-test 
The multiple-choice part of the post-test was completed by the students using 
bubble forms. The forms were scanned for scoring and an item analysis was performed 
(Tables 8 and 9) using both item difficulty and item discrimination (Cunningham, 1986; 
Worthen et. al. 1999). 
Table 8 is a compilation of data from each class that looks at item difficulty for 
each multiple-choice item on the post-test. The item difficulty (P) was determined by: 
! !
!!"##$!%
!!""#$%"&
!!""# 
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Item difficulties for the multiple-choice parts of the post-test had a range of 75%, 
with students answering 93% correct on the least difficult item (Item 30) to answering 
18% correct on the most difficult item (Item 23). 
 
Table 8. Item Difficulty (Multiple-choice Post-test) 
 
Question # Nattempts.total Ncorrect.total Item difficulty (P) 
1 44 34 0.77 
2 44 30 0.68 
3 44 20 0.45 
4 44 36 0.82 
5 44 40 0.91 
6 44 32 0.73 
7 44 15 0.34 
8 44 36 0.82 
9 44 35 0.80 
10 44 22 0.50 
11 44 37 0.84 
12 44 32 0.73 
13 44 23 0.52 
14 44 17 0.39 
15 44 35 0.80 
16 44 18 0.41 
17 44 37 0.84 
18 44 27 0.61 
19 44 25 0.57 
20 44 16 0.36 
21 44 36 0.82 
22 44 9 0.20 
23 44 8 0.18 
24 44 37 0.84 
25 44 34 0.77 
26 44 19 0.43 
27 44 23 0.52 
28 44 36 0.82 
29 44 34 0.77 
(continued) 
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Table 8. Item Difficulty (Multiple-choice Post-test) (continued) 
Question # Nattempts.total Ncorrect.total Item difficulty (P)  
30 44 41 0.93 
31 44 24 0.55 
32 44 20 0.45 
33 44 31 0.70 
34 44 35 0.80 
35 44 24 0.55 
36 44 39 0.89 
37 44 15 0.34 
38 44 24 0.55 
39 44 34 0.77 
40 44 31 0.70 
41 44 30 0.68 
42 44 32 0.73 
43 44 29 0.66 
44 44 32 0.73 
45 44 28 0.64 
46 44 20 0.45 
Average 
  
0.64 
Standard Deviation 
  
0.19 
 
Items 22 and 23 had the highest difficulty rating for both class sections (Section 
6-2: 28.57 and 23.81; Section 6-7: 13.04 and 13.04, respectively). These items dealt with 
topics that we were not able to spend much time on during the unit. A decision was made 
to drop the items from the subsequent analysis. 
Item discrimination for each multiple-choice item on the post-test was performed 
(Table 9). The item discrimination (D) was determined by: 
! !
!!"##$!%!!!"! ! !!!"##$!%!!"#
!!"#$%
 
Item discrimination is a good measure of the effectiveness of an item. Students 
are split into groups based on their level of understanding or achievement. The Ngroup for 
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this research was based on the upper and lower 37.5% of students’ semester grades 
established prior to the unit, with 15 students falling in each the upper and lower groups. 
Item discrimination is the difference between percentage correct for the two groups, and 
can range from +1.0 to -1.0. Item discriminations for the multiple-choice test ranged from 
0.47 (Items 14 and 33) to -0.13 (Items 21 and 39). Negative discriminations result when 
more students in the lower group answer the item correctly than students in the upper 
group, which can indicate unreliability in an item. 
 
Table 9. Item Discrimination (Multiple-choice Post-test) 
 
Item # Nattempts.total Ncorrect.total Ngroup 
Item 
discrimination 
(D) 
1 44 20 15 0.13 
2 44 23 15 0.13 
3 44 30 15 -0.07 
4 44 37 15 0.27 
5 44 27 15 0.20 
6 44 15 15 0.00 
7 44 15 15 0.33 
8 44 24 15 0.00 
9 44 25 15 0.20 
10 44 20 15 0.40 
11 44 30 15 0.07 
12 44 36 15 0.13 
13 44 36 15 0.33 
14 44 34 15 0.47 
15 44 35 15 0.33 
16 44 15 15 0.20 
17 44 35 15 0.07 
18 44 36 15 0.40 
19 44 32 15 0.27 
20 44 34 15 0.00 
(continued) 
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Table 9. Item Discrimination (Multiple-choice Post-test) (continued) 
 
Item # Nattempts.total Ncorrect.total Ngroup 
Item 
discrimination 
(D) 
21 44 28 15 -0.13 
22 44 24 15 0.07 
23 44 39 15 0.07 
24 44 35 15 0.13 
25 44 32 15 -0.07 
26 44 36 15 0.20 
27 44 41 15 0.13 
28 44 31 15 0.00 
29 44 9 15 0.20 
30 44 29 15 -0.07 
31 44 23 15 0.27 
32 44 25 15 0.13 
33 44 22 15 0.47 
34 44 8 15 0.20 
35 44 40 15 0.40 
36 44 16 15 0.27 
37 44 37 15 0.20 
38 44 34 15 0.20 
39 44 20 15 -0.13 
40 44 22 15 0.33 
41 44 34 15 0.27 
42 44 32 15 -0.07 
43 44 18 15 0.27 
44 44 37 15 0.27 
45 44 21 15 0.13 
46 44 32 15 0.40 
Average   0.17 
Standard Deviation   0.16 
 
 
Items 3, 25, 30, 42, 21, and 39 each had negative discriminations. A decision was 
made to drop the items from the subsequent analysis. 
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The post-test used for analysis had a final total of 38 items, since 2 items (22 and 
23) were removed for item difficulty and 6 items (3, 25, 30, 42, 21, and 39) were 
removed for negative discrimination. The resulting test still represented the context of the 
ecology, covering all of the appropriate 6th Grade Level Content Expectations (Table 1) 
and aligning well with Bloom’s Cognitive Levels (Table 7 where removed items are 
marked with *).  
 
Scoring and Item Analysis of the Constructed Response Part of Post-test 
The constructed response section was scored by hand using a self-developed 
rubric (Appendix J). Results of these tests were compared between classes (control and 
experimental) and matched experimental/control subjects. Examples of post-test 
constructed responses from two students can be found in Appendix K. 
Additional analysis of the constructed response section was done through clinical 
interviews using a sample of the students from both the experimental and control classes. 
Students were questioned on different ecology concepts, including relevant vocabulary 
and applications. Students’ answers were recorded and written down, and were analyzed 
to provide an additional means of measuring student knowledge. 
 
Pre-Test and Post-Test Comparison 
 The ecology unit improved student’s understanding of the MI Grade Level 
Content Expectations. Gains in knowledge occurred both in the control and experimental 
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classes, with the majority of students showing improvement from the pre-test to the post-
test. 
 
Multiple-Choice Test. Students in both the control and experimental classes 
gained knowledge from the pre-test to the post-test for the multiple-choice section. Data 
is from the multiple-choice test where items were removed after item analysis (Table 10, 
Figures 1 and 2). 
 
Table 10. Students Pre-test and Post-test Multiple-choice Score 
 
Control Experimental 
 
Pre-test 
Score 
Post-test 
Score  
Pre-test 
Score 
Post-test 
Score 
Student 1 20 34 Student 1 30 37 
Student 2 23 25 Student 2 13 22 
Student 3 25 33 Student 3 11 28 
Student 4 23 25 Student 4 23 30 
Student 5 22 28 Student 5 17 31 
Student 6 16 12 Student 6 15 25 
Student 7 21 31 Student 7 15 21 
Student 8 7 18 Student 8 12 18 
Student 9 8 22 Student 9 16 21 
Student 10 22 31 Student 10 17 30 
Average 18.7 25.9  16.9 26.3 Standard 
Deviation 6.4 7.0  5.4 5.6 
Note. Data based on redesigned 38 point pre-test and post-test. Only the matched pair students were used in item analysis. 
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Figure 1.  Control Group Individual Student Pre- to Post-test Change 
(Multiple-choice test) 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  Experimental Group Individual Student Pre- to Post-test 
Change (Multiple-choice test) 
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Constructed Response Test. Gains in knowledge also occurred in the control 
and experimental classes for the constructed response section of the test (3 items for 15 
total points possible). The majority of students showed improvement from the pre-test to 
the post-test (Table 11, Figures 3 and 4). 
 
Table 11. Students Pre-test and Post-test Constructed Response Test 
Score 
 
Control Experimental 
 
Pre-test 
Score 
Post-test 
Score  
Pre-test 
Score 
Post-test 
Score 
Student 1 3 13 Student 1 8 14 
Student 2 1 9 Student 2 1 13 
Student 3 0 11 Student 3 0 8 
Student 4 2 5 Student 4 1 9 
Student 5 2 3 Student 5 1 12 
Student 6 0 4 Student 6 0 9 
Student 7 2 11 Student 7 0 13 
Student 8 0 3 Student 8 0 10 
Student 9 2 8 Student 9 0 11 
Student 10 3 11 Student 10 0 11 
Average 1.5 7.8  1.1 11.0 Standard 
Deviation 1.2 3.8  2.5 2.0 
Note. Data based on three constructed response items, worth 5 points each, for a total of 15 points possible. Only the matched pair 
students were used in item analysis. 
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Figure 3.  Control Group Individual Student Pre- to Post-test Change 
(Constructed Response test) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Experimental Group Individual Student Pre- to Post-test 
Change (Constructed Response test) 
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Students’ Gains. Students’ change in knowledge was also analyzed by looking 
at the gain from the pre-test to the post-test (Table 12). The average gains in the 
experimental and control groups were statistically compared using a t-test. The t-test 
determines whether the averages of two groups are statistically different from each other. 
Using the t-test helped provide a valuable measure of the impacts of the real-world 
content curriculum that was implemented in the experimental group. 
 
 
Table 12.  Pre-test and Post-test Percent Gain by Matched 
Experimental/Control Subjects 
 
Class N Multiple Choice Constructed Responses 
Gain (%) Gain (%) 
Control 10 7.2 (54.2) 6.3 (415.0) 
Experimental 10 9.4 (62.4) 9.9 (937.5) 
Average  8.3 (58.3) 8.1 (676.3) 
Standard Deviation  5.0 (51.8) 3.3 (417.3) 
Note. Probability associated with a Student's two-sample equal variance t-Test, with a two-tailed distribution (Multiple Choice: 0.336; 
Constructed Responses: 0.011) 
 
The control group increased their score by 54.2% on the multiple choice section 
of the test; the experimental group increased by 62.4% on the same section. The 
difference in gain from pre-test to post-test on the multiple-choice section between the 
control and experimental group was not significant (t-test: 0.336). On the constructed 
response section of the test, the control group improved their performance by 415.0%; the 
experimental group improved by 937.5%. The difference in gain from pre-test to post-test 
on the constructed response section between the control and experimental matched 
subjects was statistically significant (t-test: 0.011), with the experimental group showing 
greater improvement. 
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Clinical Interviews 
Clinical interviews were conducted on a random sample of 7 students from the 
control (N = 3) and experimental (N = 4) matched subjects (Table 13). These interviews 
allowed for further analysis of students’ knowledge and understanding and helped 
establish the nature of the significant difference detected using the t-test. Excerpts are 
included to demonstrate examples of students’ level of understanding. 
 
 
Table 13.  Summary of Clinical Interview Data 
 
Inter-
view 
Item 
Cog 
Level P1 D2 Class n 
# 
Correct 
(Pretest) 
# 
Correct     
(Posttest) 
# 
Correct  
(Interview) 
# 
Correct 
(Int Details & Support) 
46 Know 0.45 0.40 Control 3 0 1 0 0 
Experimental 4 1 2 3 4 
11 Comp 0.84 0.07 
Control 3 3 2 3 0 
Experimental 4 4 3 4 2 
- Syn - - 
Control 3 - - 0 0 
Experimental 4 - - 2 2 
Note. 1Coefficient of Difficulty   2Coefficient of Discrimination 
 
 The first part of the interview dealt with item #46 from the pre-test and post-test 
(Appendix A). Item analysis showed the difficulty and discrimination to be 0.45 and 
0.40, respectively (Tables 8 and 9). This item was considered a “knowledge” level 
question according to Bloom’s Taxonomy in the Cognitive Domain (Table 7):  
46. Sustainability is described as: 
a.  the study of diversity in ecology. 
b.  the ability to fulfill your own personal needs, without regards to the 
overall human population and its future. 
c.  giving up all material belongings. 
*d. the ability to fulfill human needs in a way that allows the human 
population to survive indefinitely.  
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Three students (two from experimental, one from control) answered this item with 
the correct answer of D on the post-test; two students chose B, one student chose A, and 
one student did not answer the question. When asked orally, three students, all from the 
experimental group, chose the correct answer of D, with one giving the reason “I 
remember for our ‘footprint,’ it said something about the ability, like how to choose your 
needs. I believe it said the materials will help you and save energy and water.” Three 
students (one from experimental, two from control) chose B, which all seven 
interviewees voiced agreement that the answer B was similar to the correct answer of D. 
One student expressed her feelings with: “Actually, I wasn’t sure to pick between b and 
d, because they’re kinda (sic) of…to me they both have like their needs in a way that 
allows them for the population of them.” Two students interestingly chose B due to the 
fact that they thought the “human population wouldn’t survive indefinitely.” One student, 
from the control group, chose A, admitting that she had to guess based on which one 
“looked the best.” 
All seven students interviewed were able to provide correct details towards the 
meaning of the vocabulary terms involved in the question (“sustainability”, “ecology”, 
“diversity”, and “population”), regardless of which answer they chose. A student in the 
experimental group (JT) was on the way to relating the term to the “big picture” by 
discussing the real-world content of sustainability in their own life and applying the term 
to a theoretical situation. In comparison, a student from the control group (NZ) offered a 
vague definition and was unable to apply an example. 
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JT (Experimental): “Sustainability to me means like how to fulfill your 
own personal needs and goals. Like if you make a house, you try to find 
and if you took away animal’s homes, try to find them a new home the 
best you can because you shouldn’t take their own homes away.” 
 
NZ (Control): “To like fulfill something, the ability to sustain something. 
(Teacher: Can you provide an example?) Maybe, but not likely.” 
 
When interviewed, the experimental group were able to provide answers with 
detailed examples. The control group, whether they gave correct answers or not, were 
unable to supply detailed examples to the interview questions. The following excerpt, 
where students were asked a question from the pre/posttest, helps support this conclusion: 
JG (Experimental): “I think it’s D. Because when we’re working…when 
you gave us this one sheet of paper, I remember for our ‘footprint,’ it said 
something about the ability, like how to choose your needs. I believe it 
said the materials will help you and save energy and water.”  
 
SB (Control): “Umm…A. Well I kinda (sic) of just guessed on what 
looked the best or sounded the best.” 
 
The example student in the experimental class (JG) was able to remember specific 
real-world content (ecological footprint) and apply it, helping them to answer the 
question acceptably. The student from the control class (SB), albeit answering the 
question incorrectly, was unable to support the answer with any specific details, despite 
prompting from the interviewer. 
The following excerpt, where students were asked a question about the word 
“ecology” also supports the conclusion that students from the experimental group were 
able to provide answers with detailed examples: 
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JG (Experimental): “It means like…umm…like the whole unit we’re 
working on is like ecology. It’s like studying that. We looked at our 
footprints, we looked at animals like the trout and how the food chain and 
all of that works.” 
 
SB (Control): “I don’t know, it kinda (sic) of reminds me of ecosystems I 
guess. Because the “eco” in ecology. When I look at the word I guess it 
just makes me think of Earth I guess or woods by a lake or something.” 
 
The example student in the experimental class (JG) was able to remember specific 
real-world content (trout and food chain) and apply it to the overall meaning of ecology, 
helping them to answer the question acceptably. The student from the control class (SB) 
recognized part of the word (“eco”) and tried to relate it to another word (ecosystem), but 
when prompted by the interviewer to support the answer with specific details, was only 
able to provide a general example (Earth or woods by a lake). 
The second part of the interview dealt with item #11 from the pre-test and post-
test. Item analysis showed the difficulty and discrimination to be 0.84 and 0.07, 
respectively (Tables 8 and 9). This item was considered a “comprehension” level 
question according to Bloom’s Taxonomy in the Cognitive Domain (Table 7): 
11.  An ecosystem consists of 
a.  a community of organisms. 
b.  energy. 
c.  the soil, water, and weather. 
*d.  all of the above. 
"
Five students (three from experimental, two from control) answered this item with 
the correct answer of D on the post-test; two students chose A. When asked orally, all 
seven students chose the correct answer of D, echoing each other that an ecosystem 
consists of each of the characteristics, and that “all are important.” Two of the students, 
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both of whom were in the experimental group, were able to provide specific reasons why 
an ecosystem must contain each of the characteristics. An example reason was: “Energy 
fits in like because the plants produce their own energy and if they grow bigger and 
bigger, deer and moose can eat them so that way they can survive on their own.”  
All seven of those interviewed were able to provide correct details towards the 
meaning of the vocabulary terms involved in the question (“ecosystem”, “community”, 
“abiotic”, and “biotic”). The experimental students were able to apply the vocabulary 
term to real-world content, understanding it better as a result. The following excerpt 
centered on vocabulary; the student was asked what the specific term (“ecosystem”) 
meant to them and if they could come up with an example of it. 
JG (Experimental): “A family of organisms. Umm…like a group or 
habitat of animals and how it works. We looked at a beach with an ocean 
and a pond and birds, a beach ecosystem (from the posters).” 
 
SB (Control): “Like life I guess…and like everything in it. A bird in a 
forest.” 
 
The third part of the interview was based on an ecology concept. The activity 
would be considered at the “synthesis” level according to Bloom’s Taxonomy in the 
Cognitive Domain: 
1. Provide student with six words (osprey, trout, minnow, caddisfly, 
phytoplankton, algae, crayfish) related to food chain (written in big letters on 
separate 1” x 2” slips of paper). Ask student to arrange the words on a piece of 
paper and draw lines to show words that are related. 
 
All seven students interviewed attempted to put together a food chain from the 
provided words, with two students (both from experimental group) completing it 
correctly. Six of the students (three from experimental group, three from control group) 
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agreed that the top-level consumer was the “osprey”, with five students agreeing on the 
order of “minnow ! trout ! osprey”. All seven students placed “algae” at the base of 
the food chain, with one student (experimental group) including the additional idea that 
the “sun” was vital for energy production. After the agreement with the placement of 
“algae,” there was more discourse at the producer and primary consumer level of the food 
chain. There were several different orders with “phytoplankton”, “caddisfly”, and 
“crayfish”. None of the students described the decomposer role of the “crayfish” in the 
specific food chain, with only two students (both from experimental group) describing 
that the “crayfish” would obtain energy from the “minnow”. 
All seven of the interviewed students were able to provide correct details towards 
the meaning of the vocabulary terms involved in the question (“food chain”, “energy 
transfer”, “producer”, “consumer”, “decomposer”, “competition”, “parasitism”, and 
“predator/prey”), with the exception of the term “symbiosis”. Only two students (both 
from experimental group) were able to describe “symbiosis”, with one student providing 
the example: “symbiosis to me is like kind of like something helps out another, say like a 
tree and a human. The tree helps the human because the tree gives off O2 and the human 
needs O2. But the human gives off CO2 and the trees need it, so it kind of works out both 
ways.” The sample of students in the experimental group were able to apply the 
vocabulary term to real-world content, as seen in the following excerpt where the student 
was asked about the term “food chain”. 
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JJ (Experimental): “Food chain is kind of like a food source to whatever is 
the predator or prey; both of them have energy to me, and both of them are 
food, or they can eat food easily. It kind of like a chain that can go around 
and around…and possibly never stop.” 
 
BV (Control): “The ways that it lives, and how what the ecosystem…like 
how it is living.” 
 
The clinical interviews allowed for further analysis of students’ knowledge and 
understanding of ecology concepts by providing an effective means of assessment. 
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Chapter 5 – Conclusion 
 
Overview 
The Michigan Department of Education states that deep knowledge is where 
“instruction addresses central ideas of a topic or discipline with enough thoroughness to 
explore connections and relationships and to produce relatively complex understanding” 
(2007, p. 6). After analyzing all of the data from my ecology unit, I have come to the 
conclusion that the unit as taught was successful, with evidence showing that students in 
both the experimental and control groups showed large gains from the pre-test given prior 
to the ecosystem unit to the post-test given at the unit’s conclusion, in both the multiple-
choice and constructed response form. The ecology unit with the implementation of real-
world content [trout] in my science classroom was even more successful, and improved 
students’ deep knowledge of ecosystem content from Michigan’s Department of 
Education Grade Level Content Expectations. The gains by the experimental group on 
the constructed response section, which included higher cognitive level items, were 
significant. Clinical interviews after the post-test confirmed increases in deep knowledge 
of ecosystem concepts in the experimental group, by revealing that a sample of 
experimental group students had a better grasp of important ecology concepts as 
compared to a sample of control group students. 
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Multiple-choice Assessments 
On the multiple-choice section of the test, students increased their scores by 
54.2% in the control group and 62.4% in the experimental group. The differences were 
not statistically significant (t-test: 0.336), but greater improvements in the experimental 
group seem to indicate a positive impact from the implementation of real-world content. 
There is always a possibility that the effectiveness of a multiple-choice assessment can be 
limited by students guessing on answers, but the completion of an item discrimination 
analysis, and subsequent removal of test items, helped reduce this possibility. Still, this 
could have been the reason for the fact that there was not a statistical difference between 
the control and experimental group. The multiple-choice test did indicate that students 
gained knowledge relating to the 6th grade level content expectations, showing that the 
unit as taught was successful. 
 
Constructive Response Assessments 
On the constructed response section of the test, the control group improved their 
performance by 415.0%, while the experimental group improved by 937.5%. The 
difference in gain from pre-test to post-test on the constructed response section between 
the control and experimental matched subjects was statistically significant (t-test: 0.011), 
with the experimental group showing greater improvement. This is important, as it 
indicates that the implementation of real-world content in the experimental group made a 
significant impact. 
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The use of real-world content [trout] allowed the students in the experimental 
group to better understand ecosystem concepts. Bloom’s taxonomic levels include 
“analysis” and “synthesis” at the higher end of the spectrum, which was specifically 
tested in the constructed response portion of the assessment (Table 7 and Appendix A). 
The students in the experimental group understood concepts at a higher level and were 
able to develop “deep knowledge” as described in the focus question. This was made 
evident in not only the significant improvements in rubric scores, but also in the specific 
details that were included in the constructed responses (Appendix K). 
 
Clinical Interviews 
Differences in the level of student understanding between the control and 
experimental groups were evident in the clinical interviews (Appendix L). The 
experimental students were better able to apply knowledge to the “greater world” within, 
as well as beyond, our rural community, which I stated as the definition of “real-world 
content.” This helped support the evidence from the multiple-choice and constructed 
response sections of the post-test. 
 The clinical interviews provided valuable evidence towards answering my 
research question of “What is the effect of implementing real-world content on students’ 
deep knowledge?” Students in the experimental group, where real-world content was 
incorporated into the curriculum, understood the material well enough to be able to 
provide detailed examples that supported their answer in several instances. Students in 
the control group, when asked the same questions as the students in the experimental 
group, were unable to provide the level of detail to support their answer in several cases.  
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Problems and Improvements 
A majority of the unit went as planned, with implementation and analysis 
completed successfully overall. One problem encountered dealt with time constraints, 
including the amount of time that it took to carry out the unit. I would suggest that 
teachers develop and follow a year-long plan, as well as more detailed weekly plans, in 
accordance with the MI Curriculum Framework. I always attempt to do this with each of 
the classes that I teach, and it seems to be a dynamic process with each school year. This 
is likely a common conclusion, considering that the State of Michigan recently updated 
its standards to include fewer “key” standards. Following a plan is important in order to 
ensure that the standards are taught and that students have an opportunity to reach their 
potential. 
Rearing trout in a classroom setting resulted in some logistical issues as well. 
With the common lack in supply money available for the classroom, the acquisition of 
grant money is vital to allow this project to work. Providing this project for my students 
was something that I felt very strongly about, which helped motivate me to obtain a 
substantial grant in order to provide the supplies necessary to run the project. The 
supplies cost about $1500 to purchase, but will last many years, and will impact many 
students. 
There was a possibility that the results could have been affected by the 
“Hawthorne effect,” which predicts improvement in subjects merely for the reason that 
they are being studied (Jones, 1992; Landsberger,1958; McCarney et. al., 2007). All 
students did agree to be part of the study via an informed consent letter that had to be 
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signed by both the student and a parent/guardian (Appendix N). The students did not 
know what group (control or experimental) they were assigned. All students were treated 
in the same manner, with the exception of the implementation of the real-world content 
of rearing trout in the experimental class. There were several instances over the course of 
the study where media came in to cover the project, which could have boosted the 
productivity of the students as per the Hawthorne effect. The media opportunities were 
made available to both the control and experimental classes. A majority of the students 
showed improvement from the pre-test to the post-test, but there was no significant 
difference between the control and experimental class in some forms of the test. 
Separating the control and experimental groups in classic experimental dichotomy 
proved somewhat difficult. I did not want to create a setting where I limited my control 
group students to only reading out of a textbook (I don’t use a textbook in middle school) 
and filling out ineffective worksheets. I try to incorporate real-world content in each of 
my classes, and have since I began teaching. This may have blurred the differences 
between the control and experimental curriculums, but ensuring that all of my students 
learn to their fullest potential was, and always will be, one of my most important 
educational goals. Although all of the activities between the control and experimental 
classes were not different, the incorporation of trout as specific real-world content did 
show a significant impact. I know that I will fully incorporate the real-world content of 
rearing trout where appropriate in all of my future classes. 
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Educational Implications 
Staying up with as well as performing research is an important responsibility of 
an effective educator. With the changing environments that students come from and learn 
in, using research-based methods will help ensure that students meet their fullest 
potential. 
Many people including students, fellow educators, and community members, 
personally thank me for implementing real-world content in my science classroom. The 
project where my students and I reared trout in the classroom was another example of 
this, as it brought a positive environment to the school and those involved in the project 
(Appendix M). 
I always thought that relating concepts to students’ lives was beneficial. It is part 
of my goal to prepare them for the world outside of my classroom. Completing this 
research project has proven to me, as well as those that review my research, that 
implementing real-world content is vital to a science curriculum. 
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Appendix A. Pre- and Post-test and Answer Key 
Ecology PrePostTest 
 
Multiple Choice 
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question. 
 
____ 1. The study of the interaction of living organisms with each other and with 
their physical environment is called 
a. health. 
b. economy. 
c. ecology. 
d. geology. 
 
____ 2.
 
 
Refer to the illustration above. The diagram, which shows how energy moves through an 
ecosystem, is described as a: 
a. habitat net. 
b. food chain. 
c. trophic level. 
d. food web. 
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____ 3. Refer to the illustration above. The photosynthetic algae are: 
a. producers 
b. consumers 
c. parasites 
d. decomposers 
 
____ 4. Refer to the illustration above. The trout are 
a. producers. 
b. consumers. 
c. parasites. 
d. decomposers. 
 
____ 5. Refer to the illustration above. Among all of the food chains, the 
organisms at the highest trophic level are classified as: 
a. consumers (phytoplankton). 
b. consumers (trout). 
c. consumers (scud). 
d. consumers (osprey). 
 
____ 6. Organisms that manufacture organic nutrients for an ecosystem are called 
a. consumers. 
b. predators. 
c. producers. 
d. omnivores. 
 
____ 7. In a food web, which type of organism receives energy from every other 
type? 
a. producer 
b. carnivore 
c. decomposer 
d. All of the above 
 
____ 8. If a deer in a forest is classified as an herbivore, then the wolf that eats the 
deer is classified as a(n) _____________. 
a. consumer 
b. producer 
c. trophic level 
d. decomposer 
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____ 9. Bacteria that break down dead tissue, and serve as “recyclers,” are known 
as __________. 
a. detritivores 
b. decomposers 
c. consumer 
d. producers 
 
____ 10. All organisms in an ecosystem are linked together in a network of 
interactions. This quality is called 
a. geochemical processes. 
b. isolation. 
c. interdependence. 
d. communication. 
 
____ 11. An ecosystem consists of 
a. a community of organisms. 
b. energy. 
c. the soil, water, and weather. 
d. All of the above 
 
____ 12. A group of organisms of different species living together in a particular 
place is called a 
a. community. 
b. population. 
c. biome. 
d. 
 
habitat. 
_____ 13. A group of the same species living together in a particular place is called a 
a. community. 
b. population. 
c. biome. 
d. habitat. 
 
____ 14. Identify which of the following does not represent a population? 
a. all the robins in Austin, Texas 
b. all the grass frogs in the pond of Central Park in New York City 
c. all the birds in Chicago, Illinois 
d. all the elk in Yosemite National Park 
 
____ 15. Demographic studies of populations must take into consideration 
a. population size. 
b. population density. 
c. population dispersion. 
d. All of the above 
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____ 16. A population of organisms grows 
a. with no natural restrictions except the availability of food. 
b. when the birth rate exceeds the death rate. 
c. only in the absence of predators or natural diseases. 
d. All of the above 
 
____ 17. An organism’s niche is described as: 
a. what it eats. 
b. where it eats. 
c. when it eats. 
d. All of the above 
 
____ 18. All organisms in an ecosystem are linked together in a network of 
interactions, which can be described by the following term: ______________. 
a. geochemical processes. 
b. isolation. 
c. interdependence. 
d. communication. 
 
____ 19. The __________ of an organism includes its habitat, its feeding habits, 
other aspects of its biology, and its interactions with other organisms and with the 
environment. 
a. job 
b. ecology 
c. duty 
d. niche 
 
____ 20. A change (however small) in the population size of one species can affect 
the entire ecosystem due to the world’s ______________. 
a. independence 
b. interdependence 
c. niche 
d. environment 
 
____ 21. As a population reaches its carrying capacity, there may be an increase in 
competition for 
a. food. 
b. shelter. 
c. mates. 
d. All of the above 
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____ 22. Which of the following is classified as a density-independent regulatory 
factor? 
a. food 
b. water 
c. severe weather 
d. number of nesting sites 
 
____ 23. Identify which population might be least likely to be devastated by a new 
disease outbreak and why? 
a. a small population made up of the offspring of healthy, related parents; disease 
will likely isolate one trait in population so healthy parents will help avoid disease 
b. a large genetically diverse population; disease will likely isolate one trait in 
population so a large genetically diverse population will be likely be able to 
withstand disease 
c. a small, genetically uniform population; disease will likely isolate one trait in 
population so a small genetically uniform population will be likely be able to 
withstand disease without “extra” organisms of a large population 
d. a large, genetically uniform population; disease will likely isolate one trait in 
population so a small genetically uniform population will be likely be able to 
withstand disease with the “extra” organisms of a large population 
 
____ 24. The diagrams below show different kinds of interactions between species. 
 
 
 
Refer to the illustration above. The relationship shown in diagram 4 is classified as 
a. commensalism. 
b. competition. 
c. mutualism. 
d. parasitism. 
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____ 25. Refer to the illustration above. The relationship shown in diagram 2 is 
classified as 
a. commensalism. 
b. competition. 
c. mutualism. 
d. parasitism. 
 
____ 26. Refer to the illustration above. The relationship shown in diagram 1 is 
classified as 
a. commensalism. 
b. competition. 
c. mutualism. 
d. parasitism. 
 
___ 27. Refer to the illustration above. The relationship shown in diagram 3 is 
classified as 
a. commensalism. 
b. competition. 
c. mutualism. 
d. parasitism. 
 
____ 28. Describe the characteristics of a parasite. 
a. parasites coevolve with their hosts. 
b. parasites are usually smaller than their hosts. 
c. parasites rarely kill their hosts. 
d. All of the above 
 
____ 29. A tick feeding on a human is known as an example of 
a. parasitism. 
b. mutualism. 
c. competition. 
d. commensalism. 
 
____ 30. Describe the characteristics that enable plants to protect themselves from 
herbivores: 
a. plants grow thorns and prickles. 
b. plants maintain sticky hairs and tough leaves. 
c. plants produce chemical defenses. 
d. All of the above 
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____ 31. The relationship between flowering plants and the bees that pollinate them 
is an example of 
a. commensalism. 
b. competition. 
c. mutualism. 
d. parasitism. 
 
____ 32. Cattle egrets are birds that mostly feed on insects that have been disturbed, 
and put up into the air, by grazing cattle. The cattle are neither helped nor harmed by the 
presence of the egrets. Predict what type of relationship a scientist would describe this 
interaction between a cattle egret and cattle. 
a. commensalism. 
b. competition. 
c. mutualism. 
d. parasitism. 
 
____ 33.  
1 Both organisms benefit from the activity of each other. 
2 One organism benefits, and the other organism neither 
benefits nor suffers harm. 
3 One organism obtains its nutrients from another, and 
the other organism may weaken due to deprivation. 
 
Refer to the chart above. The table represents three types of 
a. competition. 
b. rhythmic patterns. 
c. symbiosis. 
d. secondary succession. 
 
____ 34. A population of organisms will grow when its ____________________ 
exceeds its death rate. 
a. recovery rate 
b. birth rate 
c. life expectancy 
d. age distribution 
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____ 35. ____________________ is defined as the amount by which a population’s 
size changes in a given amount of time. 
a. Birth rate 
b. Death rate 
c. Growth rate 
d. Population dynamics 
 
____ 36. An ecosystem consists of biotic and ________ factors. 
a. living 
b. abiotic 
c. once-living 
d. habitat 
 
____ 37. The population size that can be sustained by an environment is called the 
________ of the environment. 
a. growth rate 
b. sustainability 
c. population maximum 
d. carrying capacity 
 
____ 38. The main reason Earth’s human population has increased over the past 
350 years is because of a decrease in the _____________. 
a. birth rate due to increased education and changes in lifestyle. 
b. death rate due to increased health care and improvements in living conditions. 
c. carrying capacity due to improved living conditions and more efficient use of 
resources. 
d. growth rate due to increased health care and improvements in living conditions. 
 
____ 39. Predict how humans might affect the carbon cycle in the future 
a. by continuing to burn fossil fuels as the main fuel source. 
b. transitioning to renewable fuels such as hydrogen, wind, and/or solar power. 
c. clearing diverse forests that absorb carbon dioxide in order to plant crops (uniform 
population) to increase food production. 
d. All of the above 
 
____ 40. The extinction of species is described as 
a. a problem limited to the tropics. 
b. a problem that has been accelerated by the activities of people. 
c. a problem only where topsoil and groundwater are limited. 
d. something that will not be a problem in the coming century. 
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____ 41. Ecosystem disruption 
a. threatens the existence of thousands of species. 
b. increases biodiversity. 
c. protects natural habitats. 
d. has no effect on biodiversity. 
 
____ 42. The heat-trapping effect of some gases in the atmosphere can be compared 
to 
a. the way snow melts on a sunny day. 
b. the way glass traps heat inside a greenhouse. 
c. the way water condenses on a glass of ice. 
d. the way a teakettle holds water on a stove. 
 
____ 43. Scientists strongly suspect that temperatures are increasing on Earth 
because 
a. decomposers essential to recycling matter are being destroyed. 
b. too much oxygen is being given off by plants. 
c. increasing carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is trapping more heat. 
d. Earth is tilting further toward the sun in the summer. 
 
____ 44. How can human populations live in a sustainable way? 
a. by slowing or reversing human population growth 
b. by developing new technologies 
c. by reducing consumption of natural resources 
d. All of the above 
 
____ 45. Evidence suggests that the atmospheric levels of _____________ have 
increased significantly in the last two hundred years and may result in a significant 
warming of Earth’s atmosphere. 
a. oxygen 
b. nitrogen 
c. carbon dioxide 
d. water vapor 
 
____ 46. Sustainability is described as: 
a. the study of diversity in ecology. 
b. the ability to fulfill your own personal needs, without regards to the overall human 
population and its future. 
c. giving up all material belongings. 
d. the ability to fulfill human needs in a way that allows the human population to 
survive indefinitely. 
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Essay 
Write scientifically: detailed, yet concise.  Each essay is worth 5 points. 
 
 47.  Many environmental problems require international cooperation 
between governments. However, individuals can also have an impact on the environment. 
Identify four things that you or your classmates could do, and explain how they could 
help solve environmental problems. 
 
 48.  The Upper Peninsula is part of the Laurentian Mixed Forest 
terrestrial ecosystem. We are also part of the Temperate Forest terrestrial ecosystem. We 
are surrounded by freshwater river and lake aquatic ecosystems as well.  
 Identify an abiotic factor and biotic factor that play a role in our ecosystem and 
explain the influence that each has. Choose an abiotic and biotic factor for both our 
terrestrial ecosystem and for our aquatic ecosystems (four total factors). 
 
 49.  Organisms interact in ecology. The types of ecological 
relationships between organisms include competition, parasitism, symbiosis, and 
predator/prey. We have looked at the effects on each “player” in the relationship, as well 
as real-world examples of each type of relationship. 
 Choose one type of ecological relationship and synthesize two imaginary 
organisms that are affected by it. Your answer should include an explanation of the 
ecological relationship and how it affects each of the “players.” You should also include 
a drawing of your organisms - the drawing should label and describe the traits that affect 
the ecological relationship. 
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Ecology PrePostTest 
Answer Section 
 
MULTIPLE CHOICE 
 1. C 
 2. D 
 3. A 
 4. B 
 5. D 
 6. C 
 7. C 
 8. A 
 9. B 
 10. C 
 11. D 
 12. A 
 13. B 
 14. C 
 15. D 
 16. B 
 17. D 
 18. C 
 19. D 
 20. B 
 21. D 
 22. C 
 23. B 
 24. D 
 25. B 
 26. C 
 27. A 
 28. D 
 29. A 
 30. D 
 31. C 
 32. A 
 33. C 
 34. B 
 35. C 
 36. B 
 37. D 
 38. B 
 39. D 
 40. B 
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 41. A 
42. B 
 43. C 
 44. D 
 45. C 
 46. D 
 
ESSAY 
 47-49. Graded with self-developed rubric. 
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Appendix C.   Producers, Consumers, and Decomposers 
 Subunit Resources 
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 Appendix D. Interactions of Organisms Subunit Resources 
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Appendix E. Relationships of Organisms Subunit Resources 
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Relationships of Organisms Quiz  
 
Multiple Choice 
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question. 
 
  ____ 1. The diagrams below show different kinds of interactions between species. 
  
 
Refer to the illustration above. The relationship shown in diagram 4 is 
a. commensalism. 
b. competition. 
c. mutualism. 
d. parasitism. 
 
 
  ____ 2. Refer to the illustration above. The relationship shown in diagram 2 is 
a. commensalism. 
b. competition. 
c. mutualism. 
d. parasitism. 
 
 
  ____ 3. Refer to the illustration above. The relationship shown in diagram 1 is 
a. commensalism. 
b. competition. 
c. mutualism. 
d. parasitism. 
 
 
  ____ 4. Refer to the illustration above. The relationship shown in diagram 3 is 
a. commensalism. 
b. competition. 
c. mutualism. 
d. parasitism. 
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  ____ 5.  
1 Both organisms benefit from the activity of each other. 
2 One organism benefits, and the other organism neither 
benefits nor suffers harm. 
3 One organism obtains its nutrients from another, and 
the other organism may weaken due to deprivation. 
 
Refer to the chart above. The table represents three types of 
a. competition. 
b. rhythmic patterns. 
c. symbiosis. 
d. secondary succession. 
 
 
 
 
 
Relationships of Organisms Quiz 
Answer Section  
 
MULTIPLE CHOICE 
 
  1. D 
 
  2. B 
 
  3. C 
 
  4. A 
 
  5. C 
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Appendix F. Abiotic and Biotic Factors Subunit Resources 
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Appendix G. Environmental Impacts of Organisms Subunit 
Resources 
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Appendix H. Stocking Permit from MI DNR 
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Appendix I. Ecoposter Group Activity Rubric 
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Appendix J. Pre- and Post-test Objective Questions Rubric 
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Appendix L. Clinical Interviews (Verbatim) 
%C$R$S'23('=$
S=626&"=$623)(J6)#$
"
I26/7./97" "
.,AB*1,-"G=::"F*"=1,*)H=*G*B"=1B=H=BA0::8;"9D*"-,AB*1,"01B"I"G=::"F*"-=,,=1C"2EE2-=,*"*0/D"
2,D*)"3>0/=1C"*0/D"2,D*)5"0,"0",0F:*;"I"G=::"-,0),"G=,D"-2?*,D=1C"=1">)21,"2>",D*"-,AB*1,",D0,"I"G=::"
0-P",D*?",2")*0B"0:2AB@"B*-/)=F*"2)",*::"?*"0F2A,;"
"
J92:261"
$; <-P",D*"-,AB*1,",2")*0B"0:2AB"=,*?"X'6"3-**"F*:2G5">)2?",D*"E)*YE2-,",*-,"3=1":0)C*"E)=1,"
21"0"/0)B5;"
#K)"L37.8/-8A/:/.1"/7"+,794/A,+"87M"
8)".5,"7.3+1"20"+/@,47/.1"/-",92:261)"
A)".5,"8A/:/.1".2"03:0/::"1234"2?-">,472-8:"-,,+7<"?/.523."4,684+7".2".5,"
2@,48::"53;8-">2>3:8./2-"8-+"/.7"03.34,)"
9)"6/@/-6"3>"8::";8.,4/8:"A,:2-6/-67)"
+)".5,"8A/:/.1".2"03:0/::"53;8-"-,,+7"/-"8"?81".58."8::2?7".5,"53;8-"
>2>3:8./2-".2"734@/@,"/-+,0/-/.,:1)"
0; <-P"-,AB*1,",D*">2::2G=1C"WA*-,=21-Z"
=; [D0,"G2A:B"82A"/D22-*"0-",D*"/2))*/,"01-G*)\"
$; [D8\""
]L??^<;"[*::"I"P=1B0"3-=/5"2>"RA-,"CA*--*B"21"GD0,":22P*B",D*"
F*-,"2)"-2A1B*B",D*"F*-,;_"
==; [D8"B=B1`,"82A"/D22-*"A"N/0"7.3+,-."9527,"+O\""
]L??^G*::"=,"B2*-1`,"-08"=,`-"-,AB8=1C"018,D=1C@"=,"RA-,"-08=1C"
-2?*,D=1C"2>"GD0,"=,"=-"12,;_"
===; [D8"B=B1`,"82A"/D22-*"9\""
][*::"/0A-*"82A"G2A:B1`,"D0H*",2"C=H*"AE"*H*)8,D=1C^:=P*"I"
B21`,"P12G@":=P*"-D2G*)-"2)"-2?*,D=1C":=P*",D0,;"a2A"G2A:B"
G01,",2"P**E",D0,@"2)":=P*"/:2,D*-"2)"-2?*,D=1C;_"
=H; [D8"B=B1`,"82A"/D22-*"+P""
][*::@"=,"P=1B0"3-=/5"2>"-**?*B":=P*",D*"-0?*",D=1C"0-"F@"-2"8*0D@"
=,"B=B1`,"-**?":=P*"=,",2"?*;_"
H; [D0,"B2*-"]-A-,0=10F=:=,8_"?*01",2"82A\"
$; M01"82A"C=H*"?*"01"*O0?E:*\""
]L??^:=P*^I"B21`,"P12G;"I"/01`,",D=1P"2>"018,D=1C;"
H=; [D0,"B2*-"]*/2:2C8_"?*01",2"82A\"
$; M01"82A"C=H*"?*"01"*O0?E:*\"
]I"B21`,"P12G@"=,"P=1B0"3-=/5"2>")*?=1B-"?*"2>"*/2-8-,*?-"I"
CA*--;"b*/0A-*",D*"]*/2_"=1"*/2:2C8;"[D*1"I":22P"0,",D*"G2)B"I"
CA*--"=,"RA-,"?0P*-"?*",D=1P"2>"70),D"I"CA*--"2)"G22B-"F8"0":0P*"
2)"-2?*,D=1C;_"
H==; [D0,"B2*-"]B=H*)-=,8_"?*01",2"82A\"
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$; M01"82A"C=H*"?*"01"*O0?E:*\"
]L??"G*::"=,"P=1B0"3-=/5"2>")*?=1B-"?*"2>":=P*"/D01C=1C"I"CA*--;"
c=P*"G*::":=P*"GD*1"-2?*21*"P=1B0"3-=/5"2>"/D01C*-",D*=)"0,,=,AB*"
2)"-2?*,D=1C":=P*^=>",D*=)"-0B"01B",D*?"-2?*21*"/D**)-",D*?"
AE"01B",D*1",D*=)"C22B;_"
H===; [D0,"B2*-"]E2EA:0,=21_"?*01",2"82A\"
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]J;"b*/0A-*"01"*/2-8-,*?"B2*-"/21-=-,"2>"0::",D0,"-,A>>@"F*/0A-*"
01"*/2-8-,*?"=-":=P*"A?",D*"0F=2,=/"01B"F=2,=/"-,A>>;_"
==; [D8"B=B1`,"82A"/D22-*"8"N/0"7.3+,-."9527,"+O\"
]9D*"2,D*)"21*-"D0B"-,A>>">)2?"01"*/2-8-,*?",22;_"
===; [D8"B=B1`,"82A"/D22-*"A\"
]I,`-"0::"=?E2),01,">2)"01"*/2-8-,*?;_"
=H; [D8"B=B1`,"82A"/D22-*"9P"
]I,`-"0::"=?E2),01,">2)"01"*/2-8-,*?;_"
H; [D0,"B2*-"]*/2-8-,*?_"?*01",2"82A\"
$; M01"82A"C=H*"?*"01"*O0?E:*\"
]c=P*":=>*"I"CA*--^01B":=P*"*H*)8,D=1C"=1"=,;"<"F=)B"=1"0">2)*-,;_"
H=; [D0,"B2*-"]/2??A1=,8_"?*01",2"82A\"
$; M01"82A"C=H*"?*"01"*O0?E:*\"
]I,`-"0":=P*"0::",D*":=H=1C",D=1C-"=1"01"*/2-8-,*?^0::",D*"F=2,=/"
,D=1C-;"<::",D*"01=?0:-"01B"E:01,-"2>"01"0)*0"01B"E*2E:*;_"
H==; [D0,"B2*-"]F=2,=/"01B"0F=2,=/_"?*01",2"82A\"
$; M01"82A"C=H*"?*"01"*O0?E:*\"
]c=H=1C"=-"F=2,=/"01B"121+:=H=1C"=-"0F=2,=/;"c=H=1C^0"E*)-21@"01B"
121:=H=1C^G0,*);_"
&; ()2H=B*"-,AB*1,"G=,D"-=O"G2)B-"327>4,1<".423.<";/--2?<"98++/70:1<">51.2>:8-Q.2-<"8:68,<"
94810/755")*:0,*B",2">22B"/D0=1"3G)=,,*1"=1"F=C":*,,*)-"21"-*E0)0,*"$_"O"%_"-:=E-"2>"E0E*)5;"
0; <-P"-,AB*1,",2"0))01C*",D*"G2)B-"21"0"E=*/*"2>"E0E*)"01B"B)0G":=1*-",2"-D2G"
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F; <-P",D*">2::2G=1C"WA*-,=21-Z"
=; [D0,"B2*-"]>22B"/D0=1_"?*01",2"82A\"
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]L??^:=P*"D2G"*1*)C8"=-"?2H*B">)2?"2)C01=-?",2"012,D*);"
9D*",)01->*)"2>"*1*)C8;_"
==; [D0,"B2*-"]*1*)C8",)01->*)_"?*01",2"82A\"
$; M01"82A"C=H*"?*"01"*O0?E:*">)2?"82A)"0))01C*?*1,"2>",D*"
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===; [D0,"B2*-"]E)2BA/*)_"?*01",2"82A\"
$; M01"82A"C=H*"?*"01"*O0?E:*\"
]c=P*"-2?*,D=1C",D0,"?0P*-"=,"2G1">22B"2)"E)2BA/*-"=,-"2G1"
>22B;"c=P*"0"E:01,;_"
=H; [D0,"B2*-"]/21-A?*)_"?*01",2"82A\"
$; M01"82A"C=H*"?*"01"*O0?E:*\"
].2?*,D=1C"2)"-2?*,D=1C",D0,"D0-",2"*0,@"D0-",2"C*,",D*=)"2G1"
>22B"01B"*0,"=,;"<"E*)-21;_"
H; [D0,"B2*-"]B*/2?E2-*)_"?*01",2"82A\"
$; M01"82A"C=H*"?*"01"*O0?E:*\"
]c=P*"-2?*,D=1C",D0,"F)*0P-">22B"B2G1@"=,"B2*-1`,"*O0/,:8"*0,"=,@"
FA,"=,"RA-,"P=1B0"3-=/5"2>"F)*0P-"=,"B2G1;"<">A1CA-;_"
H=; [D0,"B2*-"]/2?E*,=,=21_"?*01",2"82A\"
$; M01"82A"C=H*"?*"01"*O0?E:*\"
][D*1",G2":=H=1C",D=1C-":=P*"0)*":=P*"/2?E*,=1C"2H*)">22B"2)"
-D*:,*)"018"1**B*B",D=1C;"<"G2:>"01B"/282,*">=CD,"2H*)"B**)">2)"
>22B;_"
H==; [D0,"B2*-"]E0)0-=,=-?_"?*01",2"82A\"
$; M01"82A"C=H*"?*"01"*O0?E:*\"
]L??^=,T-"GD*1",D*^I"B21`,"P12G^FA,",D*"E0)0-=,*"I"CA*--"=-"
>**B=1C"2>>",D*"D2-,"FA,"=,"B2*-1`,"P=::"=,")=CD,"0G08@":=P*"0",=/P"
-A/P=1C"0"DA?01`-"F:22B"2)"0"B2C;_"
H===; [D0,"B2*-"]-8?F=2-=-_"?*01",2"82A\"
$; M01"82A"C=H*"?*"01"*O0?E:*\"
]L??^I"B21`,"P12G",D0,"21*;"I-"=,":=P*"GD*1",D*"-A1"C2*-",2"
E:01,@"01B",D*"E:01,"C2*-",2",D*^=-"=,"P=1B0"3-=/5":=P*"0">22B"
/D0=1\"I"B21`,"P12G@",D0,`-"RA-,"0")01B2?"CA*--;_"
=O; [D0,"B2*-"]E)*B0,2)YE)*8_"?*01",2"82A\"
$; M01"82A"C=H*"?*"01"*O0?E:*\"
]L??@"GD=:*":=P*"GD*)*",D*"E)*B0,2)"=-^=,T-":=P*",D*"E)*B0,2)"=-"
*0,=1C",D*"E)*8">2)">22B;"<"G2:>"=-"*0,=1C"0"B**);_"
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.,AB*1,-"G=::"F*"=1,*)H=*G*B"=1B=H=BA0::8;"9D*"-,AB*1,"01B"I"G=::"F*"-=,,=1C"2EE2-=,*"*0/D"
2,D*)"3>0/=1C"*0/D"2,D*)5"0,"0",0F:*;"I"G=::"-,0),"G=,D"-2?*,D=1C"=1">)21,"2>",D*"-,AB*1,",D0,"I"G=::"
0-P",D*?",2")*0B"0:2AB@"B*-/)=F*"2)",*::"?*"0F2A,;"
"
J92:261"
$; <-P",D*"-,AB*1,",2")*0B"0:2AB"=,*?"X'6"3-**"F*:2G5">)2?",D*"E)*YE2-,",*-,"3=1":0)C*"E)=1,"
21"0"/0)B5;"
#K)"L37.8/-8A/:/.1"/7"+,794/A,+"87M"
8)".5,"7.3+1"20"+/@,47/.1"/-",92:261)"
A)".5,"8A/:/.1".2"03:0/::"1234"2?-">,472-8:"-,,+7<"?/.523."4,684+7".2".5,"
2@,48::"53;8-">2>3:8./2-"8-+"/.7"03.34,)"
9)"6/@/-6"3>"8::";8.,4/8:"A,:2-6/-67)"
+)".5,"8A/:/.1".2"03:0/::"53;8-"-,,+7"/-"8"?81".58."8::2?7".5,"53;8-"
>2>3:8./2-".2"734@/@,"/-+,0/-/.,:1)"
0; <-P"-,AB*1,",D*">2::2G=1C"WA*-,=21-Z"
=; [D0,"G2A:B"82A"/D22-*"0-",D*"/2))*/,"01-G*)\"
$; [D8\""
]J;"M0A-*"=,"?0P*-",D*"?2-,"-*1-*;_""
==; [D8"B=B1`,"82A"/D22-*"8"N/0"7.3+,-."9527,"+O\""
]b*/0A-*"=,"B2*-1`,"?0P*"-*1-*;_"
===; [D8"B=B1`,"82A"/D22-*"F\""
]I,"B2*-1`,"?0P*"-*1-*;"e2G"=,"-08-"G=,D2A,")*C0)B",2",D*"
2H*)0::"DA?01"E2EA:0,=21;_"
=H; [D8"B=B1`,"82A"/D22-*"9P""
]b*/0A-*"-A-,0=10F=:=,8"=-1`,"C=H=1C"AE"0::"?0,*)=0:"F*:21C=1C-;_"
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Appendix M. Photographs (taken by Ziegler) of Trout Setup in 
Classroom and Trout Release in Local Lake 
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Sixth grade students in front of trout rearing equipment. 
Sixth grade students releasing trout into local lake. 
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Appendix N. Institutional Review Board Forms 
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